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nardo made no attempt to paint the picture in rosy hues.
All considered, he pronounced the tea-meeting "not very
satisfactory". "Such a rough lot" he did not think were
ever before assembled in Stepney. "The noise and the
tumult were terrible55; so he was "not permitted" to say
all he desired. Yet he "was not discouraged39; "for after
the larger proportion had withdrawn, many of the elder
ones remained seeking salvation55.
So much for the inaugural event: the Sunday following,
the mission's real work began. Barnardo and his helpers,
an hour before the time of opening, paraded the streets,
singing hymns and carrying banners, inviting boys, girls
and young people to attend the mission; and though this
method of invitation had its drawbacks, as was proven by
the hurling of missiles at the paraders' heads, it achieved
its purpose. Within ten minutes of the procession's return
the Assembly Rooms were filled, and this procedure con-
tinued for six weeks. Then came a new proprietor at the
King's Arms, and the following Sunday, w7hen Barnardo
arrived to make ready for the procession, he was denied
access to the hall. The mission had begun to affect the
habits of many youths, who previously had been liberal
customers at the King's Arms bar; so in no circumstances
would the new management permit the use of the hall.
This intelligence fell like a bomb on Barnardo's plans.
Had he not "been assured of the Lord's guidance hitherto",
he would have stayed his hand, for his path "seemed closed5*.
Soon, however, these events appeared in a different light.
Within a week of this blow, Barnardo wras taken "seriously
ill", and "for nearly two months" was "prevented from
engaging in any service". Hence, looking back, he reflected:
"Had not the work been hindered as it was, we would in any
case have had to close the schools because at that time there
was no brother with us who would willingly have under-
taken the supervision,,. ." Furthermore, in retrospect,
Barnardo perceived that positive conquests sprang out of

